MATER DEI SCHOOL
Class vIi holiday homework

Subject

Homework
NOTE: All the work should be done in language notebook.
Presentation of the work should be neat.
1. Cut out four passages from the newspaper of about 200
words each and stick in the English language notebook.
Pick out the following from the passage and classify them
a) Nouns
b) Pronouns

English

c) Prepositions
d) Adverbs
2. Read a book by any one of the following and write a book
review in about 200 words.
a) R.K.Narayan

b) Charlotte Bronte’ c) Roald Dahl

3. Do the following pages in the workbook only
Page no : 7, 8, 9, 19, 20 &26.
4. Read newspaper every day.
5. Revise the lessons and the grammar portion covered in the
class.

Hindi

Instruction: Do your holiday home work in a separate copy.

Mathematics

Q1. Check if
a) (19) × ( - 24) = ( -24) × 19
b) 8 × [ 11 × ( - 6) ] = [ 8 × 11] × ( - 6)
Q2. Verify a + ( - b) = a – b for
a) a = 2, b = - 3
b) a = - 1 , b = - 2

c) a = 3, b = 2

Q3. Write down
a) A pair of negative integer whose sum is – 18.
b) A negative integer and a positive integer whose sum is –8.
c) A positive integer and a negative integer whose difference
is 14.
d) A pair of negative integers whose sum is 6.
Q4. Using rearrangement, evaluate
a) 125 × 25 × ( - 2) × 4
b) – 4 × 63 × 25 × -3
c) – 433 × 15 × 28
Q5. Using suitable properties, evaluate
a) 432 × ( - 41 ) + 432 × ( -59)
b) ( -41) × 97
c) – 12 × 56 + ( - 56) × 88

d) -18 × 103
e) 75 × ( -99) + ( - 75)
f) 46 + ( -79) × ( -46)
Q6. Arrange the following in ascending order
a)
b)

Q7. Arrange the following in descending order
a)

b)

Q8. A car covers a distance of 17.5 km in 1 litre of petrol. How
much distance will it cover in 8.5 liters of petrol?
Q9. In a quiz, team A scored 45, -50 and 75 in three successive
rounds where as B scored -45, 50 and 25. Which team scored
more and how much?
Q 10.Express the following as mentioned
a) 14 kg 250g in kg
b) 23 m 25 cm in m
c) 1506 g as kg
d) 1432 paise as Rs
Q11. Evaluate:
a) (– 46) ÷ [(–40) + (–6)]
b) [ 56 × 5 × 0] ÷ 4
c) {( – 16) + 12} ÷ {(–4) +2}
d) 13
e)
f) 6
g) 3

× 4

Q12 Write any three rules of Vedic Maths and give four example
each.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Task 1 is to be done in Chemistry notebook.
2. Task 2 and 3 are to be done on white A4 size sheets.
3. Ensure that your work is neat and presented well in a
file/folder.
4. The entire homework is to be submitted on 2nd July’19.

TASK 1: Write down the names and symbols of first 20 elements
of the periodic table of elements in sequential order.

Science

TASK 2: Collect 2 samples each of conductor and insulator. Place
them in zip lock bags and attach on A4 size sheet. Write down the
definition of conductors and insulators along with the samples.
TASK 3: Collect and write the information on Digital
Thermometer and Minimum & Maximum Thermometer. Support
your information with 2 pictures of each thermometer.
TASK 4: Revise all the chapters and topics done so far in the
class.
Q1. On an outline map of India (political), mark and label all the
Indian states and capitals along with the Union territories.
•

Submission to be done in the Geography notebook.

•

Use color pencil to mark different states and capitals.

Q2. On the world physical map, mark and label all the continents
of the world. Practice and learn the same.
•

Social Studies

Submission to be done in the Geography notebook.

• Use color pencil to mark different continents.
Q3. Assignment on Historical monuments
Collect four pictures of different historical monuments and find
out which are the rocks used to build them.
•

Submission to be done in the History notebook.

Sanskrit

Spanish

1 Describe your best friend or your idol in Spanish in about 30-40
words.
2. Paste a map of Spain in your notebook & indicate the major
cities of Spain, neighboring countries & surroundings oceans &
seas.
3. Write an essay in English about any famous monument of Spain
of around 120-130 words & paste a picture of the same as well in
the notebook.
4. Learn the list of the verb and conjugate them in notebook in
Present indicative and Present Perfect Tense.
Instructions
•

Report to be made on A4 size sheet.(8-10 pages)

•

Name, Roll No and Class to be mentioned on the cover
page of report.

•

Computer

Report to be submitted in a file with transparent cover.

Summary Report on – “MS-Excel and its utilities.”
Also prepare the following worksheets properly formatted and
with suitable heading.
Paste the print outs.
a. List of 10 items from a grocery shop with their Name, Brand
name, Price, Quantity.
b. List of medicines required in First Aid Box with their S.No,
Name, Usage.
c. Marks of 10 students in 5 different subjects with Roll.No,
Name, marks in English, Hindi, Maths, Science, S.St.

